Dealer Intelligence
The Smart Solution to Customer Relationship Management
Car dealerships are shifting gears with Dealer Intelligence (DI):
Designed with extensive research, knowledge, and real experience in the automotive industry,
DI simplifies everyday tasks, freeing your team to focus on making the sales.

What is Dealer Intelligence?




Dealer Intelligence is a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system built to
meet the demanding needs of busy car dealerships.
Dealer Intelligence is the product of engineers who combined their expertise in
software development with the practical workings of real-life dealerships.
Dealer Intelligence is:
EVOLVED: repeatedly rebuilt and modified based on live user feedback during
our testing phase until 100% user satisfaction was achieved.
PROVEN: rigorously tested by 6 dealerships in Greater Vancouver with glowing
feedback from Managers regarding efficiency and ease of use.
INTELLIGENT: transforms dealership activities into intelligent reports your team
will use to boost sales.
COMPATIBLE: integrates well with existing Auto Dealership Management
systems to make optimum use of all information

KEY FEATURES:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

100% Web based - No software to download
Live monitoring of your Sales Team performance 24/7/365
Analytics on demand providing you real time reports anytime
All Smart phones supported
SSL Secure Connection
Easy, single - point data entry of all prospects
Smart multiple customer and inventory search lists
Summary of task items and real-time alerts and notifications to promote follow up
Customizable Customer Fields and Worksheets
Centralized email system integrated within DI
Customizable automated email templates
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Why use Dealer Intelligence?
IMPROVE YOUR SALES TEAM:





The sales process is STREAMLINED, into a series of customer-focused steps designed to
increase win rates.
Quickly manage and assign tasks to different team members.
Easily monitor PA progress and customer interactions.
Enhance team coordination and efficiency, with a single, sharable customer database

STRENGTHEN CUSTOMER INTERACTIONS





Tools designed to increase customer retention, satisfaction and loyalty
Easily record and track a growing client database, and add custom notes
Appropriate customer info collection.
Built in intelligence ensures that all clients are followed-up systematically according to
customized (user-defined) store policies

USER FRIENDLY



Most systems contain numerous tools that require a high level of time commitment
from users. DI is simple, yet it contains all the right tools to accelerate your dealership.
100% reported usage rates

EFFECTIVE TRAINING AND SUPPORT




Because we believe effective training is an essential component to the success of any
system, our team at Movidia is dedicated to providing your entire dealership team with
the training they need.
We will provide ongoing support and promote feedback through telephone and web
access tools to ensure user satisfaction.

USEFUL REPORTS GENERATOR








Flexible and rapid method of producing reports using web-based tools, saving you
valuable time and giving you insight into all business activities.
Numerous customizable reports – Traffic Reports, Showroom vs. Purchased Reports,
Client Enquiry Reports, Internet Activity Reports, Client Visit Type Reports, Transfer
Activity Reports and Product Advisor Activity Reports.
Gain total visibility of store happenings and gauge exactly how well your dealership is
performing.
Capture and leverage the success of the highest performers.
Discover what works – Identify and correct negative trends, measure efficiencies (or
inefficiencies), and make informed decisions.
Get ahead of the game – predict trends and behaviors and align strategies.
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Dealer Intelligence Screenshots
Outlook Home Screen – View a summary of current and overdue tasks, as well as client Activities.

* Choose to display tasks and activities for 1, 5, 15, 30, or 365 days.

Create Automated Email Templates – Compose messages to include model pictures, vehicle
information, store brochures, store links, etc.

*Set up automated global, store, and product advisor emails to send out to clients.
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Access Store Inventory

* Add search criteria to locate vehicles

Manage Customer Profiles – Create profiles, set tasks/reminders, transfer activities to Dashboard

*Input multiple enquiries
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Customize & Print Worksheets – Our implementation team will work closely with your
dealership to design and develop appropriate worksheets.

Generate Real-Time Reports - Analytics on demand providing you real time reports anytime.

*Client Enquiry Reports

*Traffic Management System Reports

Beat the competition and take the lead with Dealer Intelligence today!

Contact us for LOG-IN information at 604.278.2773, or visit us at movidia.ca
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